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The Dodge lineup, consisting of the entry-level Coronet , Royal , and ornate Custom Royal , was
a major departure for the company. The Dodge lineup was positioned as the mainstream line in
Chrysler's hierarchy, between DeSoto and Plymouth. They shared their basic mechanicals with
the DeSoto Custom , but had distinct styling. These cars lasted through the model year before
being replaced by an all-new The Coronet and Suburban station wagon was the base model.
Coronets were available in all body styles except the convertible. Sedans feature "Coronet"
badges on the fenders, while the station wagons are called "Suburban". Although the hardtop
coupe was officially named "Lancer", it wore only "Coronet" badges. Turn signals were
standard on the Royal and Custom Royal models but optional on the base Coronet. The Royal
and Sierra wagon were the next step up. Featuring only the V8 engine, the Royal also lacked the
2-door sedan and wagon models available in the Coronet line. Early hardtop coupes lack the
"Lancer" script, although they were officially Lancers, but later models wore "Royal Lancer"
badges. The flagship model was the Custom Royal. The Custom line featured unique chrome
tailfins although early model year cars went without this trim , special tail light surrounds, and
an upscale interior. Backup lights were standard on the Custom line but optional on all others.
The La Femme was a special package oriented towards women, who made up an increasing
share of Dodge buyers. It came in Heather Rose and Sapphire White colors and included a cape,
boots, umbrella, and shoulder bag that matched the floral tapestry-like fabrics. Changes to the
car include built-in compartments in the seatbacks to hold these accessories. The D was a
high-performance model derived from the standard Dodge but differing in many ways. The
3-speed manual transmission was standard, with the PowerFlite 2-speed automatic as an
option. The D originally used only the Coronet 2-door sedan and Royal Lancer hardtop and
convertible bodies. For the model year, Chrysler embarked on a second total linewide redesign.
Virgil Exner's "Forward Design" brought about cars that were bigger and more sleek than
anything before, and instantly put a company that had traditionally regarded styling as
unimportant on the forefront of automotive design. Unfortunately, two total redesigns in as
many years resulted in severe build quality and rust problems, so that many Chryslers, Dodges,
and Plymouths were off the road within three years of their purchase. While many of the quality
issues were resolved for the model year, which brought about some minor styling tweaks, a
recession struck that was particularly damaging to sales of mid-range cars. Dodge production
had exceeded , cars for but the total fell by over half to less than ,, although some of this loss
was due to negative publicity from the cars' poor quality control. Swivel-out seats became an
option. The highlight of the lineup was the performance-oriented D package. Two transmissions
were offered: a three-speed manual with optional overdrive and Chrysler's two-speed
PowerFlite automatic. The PowerFlite was controlled by a dash-mounted lever, though this was
changed to a push-button setup for Power steering was optional. A six-volt electrical system
was updated to 12 volts in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also: Chrysler Royal.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
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Rampage was a subcompact , unibody [1] coupe utility based on Chrysler 's L platform and
manufactured from to First released as a model, the Rampage was later joined for by its
rebadged variant, the Plymouth Scamp. It was available with a Chrysler built and designed 2. In
the first year, it had leisurely performance due to the four-speed manual transmission along
with a three-speed automatic transmission. Performance was improved with the introduction of
a five-speed manual transmission in A rebadged version, the Plymouth Scamp, was only
marketed for The Rampage lasted three years before being dropped from production after the
model year. However, a special California market "Direct Connection" Rampage was built in and
only sold at certain California -area Dodge dealerships, which featured the front fascia from the
Shelby Charger, inch alloy wheels, and a ground effects package. Only "Direct Connection"
Rampages were produced. The Dodge Rampage 17, sold in , 8, in , and 11, in [2] didn't take off
in the market as had been expected. Dodge resurrected the Rampage name at the Chicago Auto
Show with a front-wheel drive concept pickup. As opposed to the original Rampage, this
concept vehicle was as large as the full-size Dodge Ram. It was powered by the 5. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Dodge Rampage Concept.
Retrieved 9 March Dodge truck timeline, North American market, sâ€”present. A marque of
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Commons. Chrysler Corporation. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia
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pickup. D Series. Ram D Series. Ram SRT Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these
models can be found here. Gran Fury. Road Runner. Trail Duster. Arrow Truck. Compact MPV.
Colt Vista. The A is a range of American compact vans and trucks manufactured and marketed
from to by Chrysler Corporation under the Dodge marque in the United States and the Fargo
marque in Canada. The range included a pickup truck and van , both with a " forward control "
design. Placing the driver on top of the front axle with the engine near the front wheels is called
a " cab over " vehicle. The nose was flat, with the engine placed between the driver and
passenger, who sat above the front axle. The A was popular with camper conversion
companies. From to , Dodge built L-Series medium-duty Cabover Engine trucks with a tilting
forward-control cab based on the forward body of the A An A appeared in many different colors
in the s Batman TV series. More often than not, it was the preferred getaway vehicle of each
episode's villain. The Dodge Little Red Wagon was a famous exhibition drag racing truck
introduced in based on the A pickup. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. A
Canadian Fargo camper conversion on the longer, inch wheelbase. The ''71 Dodge Truck
Website. Retrieved 4 February Retrieved Old Dodges. Internet Movie Cars Database. A marque
of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger. Category:Dodge vehicles. Dodge truck timeline,
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Dodge A Mid-size CUV. Compact SUV. Full-size CUV.
Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Caravan. Compact pickup. Ram Mid-size pickup. Full-size
pickup. D Series. Ram D Series. Ram SRT Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these
models can be found here. Marketed in Europe, Mexico, Canada, Japan, Egypt, Australia, and
South America as a Chrysler, the Neon was offered in multiple versions and configurations over
its production life, which ended after the model year. The Neon nameplate was subsequently
resurrected in for the Dodge Neon, a rebadged variant of Fiat Tipo sedan for the Mexican
market. The Neon nameplate first appeared as a concept car in under the Dodge brand.
Although radically styled and clearly not production-ready featuring sliding suicide doors , the
Neon concept resembled the future production vehicle. The first generation Neon was
introduced in January and manufactured until August It was available as a four-door notchback
sedan and a two-door notchback coupe. The car was badged and sold as both a Dodge and a
Plymouth in the United States and Canada ; in Mexico was sold as Dodge and Chrysler, and in
Europe, Australia and other export markets it was sold as the Chrysler Neon. Pick any two.
Neons had unconventional option availability, including the lack of power windows in the rear
doors. Certain color base-model Neons, including red and black, had bumper covers molded in
color rather than painted. These covers, while textured and not as glossy as paint, absorbed
scuffs and scrapes with less visible damage. The mid-level Highline models in and used wheel
covers with a bubble design. Paint color choices became more subdued by the model years, as
the majority of buyers opted for more conventional tones. Later, the LX model was replaced by
the LE with the updated model in In Japan, only the sedan was offered. In Europe, the car was
available with a 1. Europe received one limited edition model, the CS that came only in Platinum
paint. The ACR Neon, available with the DOHC engine, featured four-wheel disc brakes, Arvin
non-adjustable struts for â€” models and Koni adjustable dampers for â€” models, thicker
anti-sway bars, stiffer suspension bushings, fast-ratio steering, heavy-duty wheel hubs, and a
five-speed manual transmission with a shorter. The ACR offers no badging to distinguish it from
other Neon models; the only visible differences are a bumper with fog light holes, but no fog
lights and a lack of side moldings. The name "ACR" was initially the internal ordering code for
the "Competition Package", as it was termed in dealer materials; however, as knowledge of the
model spread, the ACR name stuck. The backronym "American Club Racer" was coined due to
its popularity with club and grassroots racers. The "Stripe Delete" option was available from the
factory, but with no credit to the Neon's price. Sales of the second generation model started
with the model year and production ended with the model year. The second-generation Neon

was only available as a four-door sedan. In some global sales regions, including the U. The
second generation was more refined than the first-generation car. It was advertised that the
second generation Neon had over 1, refinements from the original generation. The first
generation's frameless windows were replaced with a full-framed door. Other NVH refinements
were implemented. The new interior and greater size increased weight. The last Plymouth Neon,
which was also the last Plymouth ever produced a silver four-door sedan , rolled off the
assembly line on June 28, Besides the 2. The 1. Originally, the second generation Neon featured
a five-speed manual transmission using the former ACR gear ratios to improve acceleration.
However, this hurt gas mileage and made the car noisier on the highway, and eventually, the
original gear ratios were restored. A four-speed automatic 41TE was offered in the Neon for the
model year, and the received an updated 40TE four-speed auto, replacing the earlier 3-speed
31TH. In Australia and Canada, the Chrysler Neon was discontinued in The Neon was facelifted
once again for with large "crosseyed" headlights and crosshair grille to make it look more like a
Dodge Caravan and Dodge Stratus. The Chrysler Neon continued to be sold in Europe until In
Brazil, the Neon was marketed as a luxury mid-size sedan; for Mexico it was a competitor to the
Ford Escort , and sold as a Chrysler with either the 1. For the Dutch market, the Neon proved
more successful than for the rest of the Continent. Trim levels were 2. However, some grey
import versions came in from Mexico. This generation continued to be offered in Japan from to
The Japanese version was installed with a leather interior and was marketed as a small luxury
car to Japanese consumers. DaimlerChrysler discontinued the Neon, with the final cars
assembled on September 23, at the Belvidere Assembly plant in Belvidere, Illinois. Like the
Neon, the Caliber had an SRT-4 variant, but like the standard Caliber, it used a completely
different engine. In markets like Australia the Neon range was reduced to either 2. The first
generation Neon earned a "Poor" rating in an offset frontal Crash test conducted by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. The second generation Neon earned a higher "Marginal"
rating. By comparison, the Chevrolet Cavalier performed worse in the small car category in , the
Neon's final year. No small car made in this period, tested without side airbags, achieved better
than a "Poor. In , the Institute carried out side-impact tests on 14 small car models, simulating
an impact with an SUV. Among these, the Neon performed the worst. IIHS stated that the Neon
had " This car is a disaster The structure is poor Second generation headrests were rated as
"Poor". Driver deaths fatality risks statistics â€” published by the IIHS â€” rated the Neon and
15 other vehicles among the "Highest rates of driver deaths. Released for the model year,
around the same time the Dodge Dart was expected to end production, there were reports that it
would be sold in the U. Plans to market the third-generation Neon vehicle north of Mexico were
dropped following General Motors and Ford each paring down their own passenger car lineups
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front-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Dodge Neon. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Plymouth Neon. Dart K. Dart E. Colt Vista. Omni Stratus Sedan. Sport
compact. Shelby Charger. Shelby GLH-S. Shelby CSX. Stratus Coupe. Sports car. Canadian
timeline Mexican timeline International timeline Australian timeline Chinese timeline. American
timeline Mexican timeline International timeline Australian timeline Chinese timeline. Canadian
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Cruiser. LeBaron GTS. New Yorker. Fifth Avenue. Sebring conv. New Y. Personal luxury. Gran
Fury. Road Runner. Trail Duster. Arrow Truck. Compact MPV. LCCN : sh With styling by Ryan
Nagode , [6] the Journey is marketed globally in both left and right hand drive. Identified
internally as the JC49 , [10] the Journey shares a modified platform with the Dodge Avenger and
an identical wheelbase to the outgoing short wheel base SWB Chrysler minivan, a slightly
shorter wheelbase Production versions of model year vehicles went on sale in for the
model-year in North America , and mid elsewhere. Initial model production began in From to ,
the trim levels in North America consisted of the SE powered by a 2. Revisions for the
model-year include modifications to the grille, lower front fascia, redesigned interior,
suspension, steering, powertrain, and use of Dodge's new logo, launched in , as well as LED
Taillights. The Keyless Enter-'n'-Go System, with keyless access and push-button start, became
standard on all Journey models. For the model year, Dodge released the Journey Blacktop, with
inch gloss black aluminum wheels and center caps, a gloss black grille, gloss black bezel
headlamps, gloss black lower front fascia accent and gloss black exterior mirrors. In , the
Journey Crossroad was introduced with chrome accents along the lower part of the body and in
the interior, smoked head- and taillights, a black grille, rocker panels, rails for a roof rack, and a
skid plate simile at the rear. Chrysler rebadged the Mexico -manufactured [17] Journey in
Europe after model year as the Fiat Freemont , unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show , [18] and
began marketing the Durango. The Freemont had its Italian launch in the end of May However,
to create a distinct market for the two vehicles, the Freemont is only available with the 2. Fiat
Group Automobiles Netherlands did not offer the Fiat Freemont on the Dutch market, owing to
the Dutch tax climate, that would make the car too expensive to become a sales success. In
January , What Car? For the model year, the Dodge Journey is only available in two trim levels:
base SE Value and "up-level" Crossroad. All Journey models are powered by a 2. The optional
3. All Journey models now feature standard three-row, seven-passenger seating, which was
previously optional on base trim levels in previous years. Available options and packages have
been revised. In addition, the Journey as well as the Dodge Grand Caravan are not available in
states with California emissions requirements for the model year. The available four-cylinder is
a 2. For , it was changed to the 3. All-wheel drive is only available with a V6. Also through a
Volkswagen -sourced diesel engine was available outside of North America with an
automatically shifted dual clutch transmission. Chrysler performed primary engineering for the
dual-clutch transmission with support from long-time partner Getrag, which was to build the
transmission in the United States. Due to funding issues, this did not happen, and the factory,
nearly finished, was sold and used for other purposes. For the second generation in the
Volkswagen diesel was replaced by the Fiat 2. Chrysler manufactures the Journey at the acre 0.
As part of the vehicle's introductory promotion, Dario Franchitti 's No. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. Retrieved Archived from the original PDF on Archived
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Mid-size car. Croma I. Croma II. Ritmo Cabrio. Punto Cabrio. Abarth Spider. Sports car. Fiorino I.
Fiorino II. Mini CUV. Mini MPV. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Ulysse I. Ulysse II. Scudo I. Ducato I.
Ducato II. Ducato III. Mini pickup. Campagnola The Coronet is an automobile that was marketed
by Dodge in seven generations. Introduced as a full-size car in , it was the division's highest
trim line and moved to the lowest level starting in through The name was reintroduced on
intermediate-sized models from the to model years. A coronet is a small crown consisting of
ornaments fixed on a metal ring. The Dodge Coronet was introduced with the division's first
postwar body styles. A limited production model was a four-door, eight-passenger limousine,
an extended version of the stock Dodge Coronet. It required no shifter. It had full
instrumentation and 37 inches of head room both front and rear. Dodge received a facelift for
but like the models were still divided into Wayfarer, Meadowbrook, and Coronet lines. The
models can be identified easily by the new grille design which featured 3 heavy horizontal bars.
The upper and lower bars formed a stylish oblong shape. Within this oblong grille was a thick
center bar with parking lights on each end and a large chrome plaque in the center bearing the
Dodge crest. The 8-passenger sedan's length was Dodge received yet another facelift in but this
time the cars remained virtually unchanged for two model years. Busy manufacturing military
vehicles for use in Korea, they chose not to dedicate valuable resources to completely redesign
civilian vehicles. Still divided into Wayfarer, Meadowbrook, and Coronet lines through , by the
Wayfarer line had been discontinued. The grille of the model was similar in shape to the grille,
but with the elimination of the thick vertical center bar and the addition of six vents running
horizontally between the top and center bars, a whole new look was achieved. The Coronet
Diplomat was Dodge's first hardtop-convertible, featuring a pillarless steel roof styled after the
contemporary Chrysler Newport. The speedometer was now circular, and the other four gauges
were rectangles. For , the Coronet was totally redesigned. The Dodge Royal line was added
above the Coronet in Dodge was putting more luxury into all of its models which included the
Meadowbrook , Coronet and new Royal lines. Still, styling changes for were modest. The
chrome molding on the hood lip was wider than on the models and a large chrome upright in
the center of the grille replaced the five vertical dividers used previously. It still came with full
instrumentation. The Coronet dropped to the lower end of the Dodge vehicle lineup, with the
Wayfarer and Meadowbrook names no longer used and the Custom Royal added above the
Royal , Lancer , and La Femme. Bodies were restyled with help from newly hired Virgil Exner to
be lower, wider, and longer than the lumpy prewar style, which in turn generated a healthy
boost in sales over Power windows were new. They were The D was the first Dodge factory high
performance made in honor of the D "Super Stock" model with the only external clues being
discreet crossed checkered flags and "" lettering on its hood and lower rear deck it was also
available for order from the dealer on Coronet models, including station wagons and two-door
sedans. With a compression ratio of 9. The D also received an upgraded suspension with stiff
front coil springs; heavy-duty Oriflow shock absorbers, with the same valving specified for
Dodge police cars, were mounted in the springs. Similar units were used in the rear. Overall
height of the D was 1. The D came standard with 15x5. New for safety were safety door locks.
The D had an even stiffer suspension than the D It was the fastest car that year from the factory.
The model year debuted a new D, which replaced the D from the year before as the top Coronet.
A pair of Carter four-barrel carburetors fed the Other changes included the addition of the
Torsion-Aire Ride torsion bar front suspension [2] and a heavy-duty suspension with
heavy-duty shock absorbers and a heavy-duty leaf-sprung rear. There were 13 optional rear
axles available, ranging from 2. The D received 7. Only Ds were produced. A padded dash was
optional. In the September issue of Popular Mechanics , owners of both the Coronet six-cylinder
and eight-cylinder were surveyed. When PM tested a V8 Coronet for water resistance, water got
into the engine and pooled in "two spark plug wells" which had to be siphoned out before the
engine could run with all cylinders again. In a Silver Challenger model was also offered on the
Coronet line. This was a six-cylinder or V-8 model available only in silver paint and only on a
two-door body. It came with many extra features at no cost, such as wall-to-wall deep pile
carpeting, premium white wall tires and wheel covers, luxury fabrics and upgraded interior and
electric windshield wipers. To publicize Dodge's 'total contact' front dual-leading shoe drum
brakes a JATO unit was fitted to a Coronet and driven at speed across the El Mirage dry lake.
The first car that carried the Challenger name was introduced as the limited edition Dodge Silver
Challenger Club Sedan, an addition to the full-sized Dodge Coronet fourth generation model line
produced in Detroit, Michigan. The Silver Challenger came only in silver paint and exclusively
on Chrysler's The Silver Challenger was marketed with extra features at no extra cost. These
included premium white wall tires , full wheel covers , electric windshield wipers, as well as an
upgraded interior with silver metallic vinyl and black "Manchu" fabric upholstery, dual arm rests
and sun visors , as well as deep pile wall-to-wall carpeting. The Coronet reappeared for the

model year as the intermediate sized B-body using a inch wheelbase, continuing what had been
the Dodge Polara , which was once again full-size. For , Dodge sold slightly over , units, making
the Coronet the most popular model sold by Dodge that year. Trim levels initially were base
Coronet including a Deluxe version, Coronet , and Coronet The base Coronet and Deluxe were
available as two-door sedans, four-door sedans, and station wagons. For only, Dodge also sold
units of a modified wheelbase version of the base Coronet two-door sedans and hardtops
specifically for NHRA drag racing. These altered wheelbase vehicles eventually became
popularly known as " funny cars " due to their unique wheel spacing. The front and rear axles
were moved forward significantly from the stock location, putting the front wheels directly
behind the front fender, and the rear wheels almost under where the rear seat would normally
go; this alteration transferred weight to the rear tires, increasing traction on launch. These were
described as funny cars and a new genre of drag racers. Front seat belts and padded dash were
standard. The middle of the Coronet line-up was the and was available as a two-door hardtop,
convertible, or station wagon. The designation did not indicate engine displacement as
commonly assumed both then and now, which helped sales to an extent. The nomenclature was
a carryover theme from the â€”64 Polara series. The top of the Coronet line-up was the Coronet
and was available as a two-door hardtop or convertible in Slightly over 33, units were sold in
and included as standard, a V8 engine cubic inches , exterior trim and badging, bucket seats,
padded dash, and chrome floor console. Louis plant in Missouri. Engines offered for included
the base Slant-Six, , Polyhead , the last year for this big block engine was , , and in multiple HP
choices the came in a special version rated at HP. Sales brochures list the its last year offered
as available, but no records exist of this engine, commonly used in Imperials , being installed in
Coronets for It had special "SE" logos on the C-pillars and on the seatback. Coronet received a
redesign in , and a facelift in Trim levels initially were base Coronet, Coronet , and Coronet In ,
the Coronet Deluxe was introduced, fitting between the base Coronet and the Coronet
Transmission choices were Mopar's excellent heavy-duty three-speed TorqueFlite automatic or
a four-speed manual. When the ci Hemi was made available to the general public for the model
year, it could be ordered in any Coronet model or trim level. No Hemi-powered Coronet wagons
have been verified, but a few Coronet Deluxe four-door sedans are known to exist. A total of
Coronet Street Hemis were built for The top engine option for the rest of the Coronet line was
supposed to be the ci, 4-barrel V8. Despite this, some Hemi-powered Coronet Deluxe two-door
sedans were produced. There is also one Hemi-powered Coronet two-door hardtop known [
citation needed ] , and One Hemi-powered Coronet two-door hardtop known, which is not
among the 55 WO23 Super Stock cars produced for Dodge drag racers. The Coronet and similar
Plymouth Belvedere received complete redesigns in , as did the Dodge Charger , which shared
the B-body platform. There was a mild facelift in In keeping with Dodge's position as a step
above Plymouth, the Super Bee shared the Charger's Rallye instrument cluster and the Coronet
's rear finish panel. In mid, the A12 package was introduced on the Super Bee. The hood had an
integrated forward-facing scoop which sealed to the air cleaner assembly and bore a decal on
each side with the words "SIX PACK" in red letters, "Six Pack" being the name used for the
6-bbl induction setup when installed on a Dodge Plymouth went with " 6bbl" on the A12 Road
Runners. The A12 Super Bee could be had with most Super Bee options, with the exception of
air conditioning and tire-wheel packages. The base Coronet and Deluxe were available as 2-door
coupes, 4-door sedans, or station wagons. The base Coronet was dropped in , leaving the
Deluxe as the lowest trim level through The Coronet convertible was dropped for , but a 2-door
coupe was added along with the 2-door hardtop, 4-door sedan, and station wagon. This would
remain the lineup through Coronet retained its 2-door hardtop, convertible, and 4-door sedan
through A Coronet station wagon made its debut in , continuing through Simulated woodgrain
trim was standard on the Coronet wagon. The Super Bee was available as a 2-door coupe or
2-door hardtop. Chrysler did display a convertible with Super Bee stripes at car shows in , but
never offered it as a production model. Some enthusiasts have created "phantom" Super Bee
convertibles by adding the appropriate trim and stripes to Coronet convertibles. The Dodge
Super Bee was a limited-production muscle car from â€” The original Super Bee was based on
the Dodge Coronet, a 2-door model and was produced from â€” The Super Bee included a
heavy-duty suspension, an optional Mopar A four-speed manual transmission , with
high-performance tires, and a stripe with the bee logo wrapped around the tail. The name
"Super Bee" was derived from the "B" Body designation given Chrysler's mid-size cars which
included the Coronet. Engines, as well as the "ramcharger" hood that carried over from the
model. Sales fell for the model. In , four Super Bee convertibles were built. The new Coronet
was a twin of the four-door Plymouth Satellite and featured more flowing styling. It was offered
as a sedan and wagon, the related and also restyled Dodge Charger covering the coupe market.
Slight alterations of the front grille, headlights, and taillights followed in Sales of the Coronet

were low from this point onwards, with around 80â€”90, produced each year through compared
with , as recently as , due both to the fuel crisis and to a proliferation of Dodge and Plymouth
models, and the growing effect of overlap with the other Chrysler Corporation brands. The front
and rear fascias were redesigned, most notably the rear bumper, which met the DOT
requirements. The sedan body style would be the basis of the later Coronets and its twin, the
Plymouth Fury until the model year. For the Coronet received a refreshed squarer-appearing
body as well as a new front fascia with two round dual-beam headlights shared with its
Plymouth Fury stablemate. After a four model year absence, a Dodge Coronet 2-door returned
for The former Dodge Coronet 2-door model was replaced by the Dodge Charger Sport 2-door
model, which, was marketed for the model year. For the model year, the mid-size Dodge Coronet
was renamed Monaco. Coronet was used as the model name for the Colombian market Dodge
Diplomat during the s. Media related to Dodge Coronet at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. American car model sold , Motor vehicle. Retrieved February 3, Old Car
Brochures. Retrieved November 20, Automobile Quarterly. XVIII 1 : Retrieved January 3,
September Retrieved 17 February Los Angeles Times. Retrieved March 23, Great ideas in
motion: Chrysler's Australian history â€” Bridgewater, South Australia: Ilinga Books. Archived
from the original on August 28, Retrieved August 27, Standard guide to s American cars. KP
Books. Retrieved July 13, Archived from the original on October 8, MotorBooks International.
Retrieved February 1, A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger.
Category:Dodge vehicles. Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with
dead external links from June Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from April
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Chrysler Corporation. Full-size â€” Mid-size â€” Dodge Coronet
fourth generation. Hamtramck, Michigan , United States. Sedan: Custom Royal. Royal Monaco.
Charger Sport. Super Bee. Access all the resources you need on the go. Learn More. Join the
Dodge Brand in celebrating freedom a few days early with the reveal of more heart-pounding
power and excitement than ever before. Find your nearest dealership, schedule service, find
special offers, view your maintenance history and moreâ€”anytime, anywhere. Download on the
App Store or get it on Google Play today. When you register and create an account, you gain a
customized dashboard that's tailored to you and your vehicle and accessible anytime,
anywhere. Get easy access to all the tools and information you need while owning your vehicle.
Have a question or need some help? We're here for you day and night. Explore the site or
contact us by email, chat or phone - whichever works best for you. Take two minutes to register
and gain access to the customized dashboard and much more for the entire time you own the
vehicle. Experience the Mopar lifestyle on our social channels, through blogs, or in person at
sponsored events. Select a vehicle to explore. Sign in or create an account to receive access to
even more exciting content. July 2 Let Freedom Rev Join the Dodge Brand in celebrating
freedom a few days early with the reveal of more heart-pounding power and excitement than
ever before. Enter the search text. Pause Autoplay. Access your custom Mopar Owner Site
dashboard. View Dashboard. Sign in or register below to get started. Schedule My Service
Appointment. Explore Hybrid Vehicle Chargers. Contact Us. Vehicle Health Report. Check For
Recalls. Maintenance Schedule. Read our blog. View all fca brands chrysler. Your preferred
dealer has been successfully updated. Continue Cancel. The Dodge Caliber is a front-engine,
front-wheel drive five-door compact hatchback [2] manufactured and marketed by Chrysler's
Dodge division from model years to , replacing the Dodge Neon and Chrysler PT Cruiser.
Following the Caliber concept which debuted at the Geneva Motor Show , [3] the pre-production
version debuted at the North American International Auto Show , with market launch in March
The Caliber was manufactured at the Belvidere Assembly Illinois plant, and across its six-year
model run, just over , were produced. The Caliber was one of Dodge's first modern offerings in
Europe and in Asian markets such as Japan, South Korea, and Singapore, as it established new
distribution channels there. It was also introduced in China in as Dodge's second modern
vehicle offering in that market. The introduction of the Caliber had marked the return of the
Dodge brand to Australia since the early s. The Caliber in Japan joined the Chrysler PT Cruiser
in , as the PT Cruiser was offered since , but as with previous Chrysler products sold in Japan,
the width dimension exceeded Japanese Government dimension regulations , and Japanese
consumers were liable for annual taxes for driving a larger car which affected sales. As Chrysler
products were considered large to the Japanese market, Chrysler offered products that offered
spacious interiors with four doors and one-piece liftgates to broaden their appeal to the
Japanese as a compromise for paying the annual tax for large vehicles. It uses a four-cylinder 1.
It shares a portion of the platform with the Mitsubishi Lancer , but is most similar to the Jeep

Compass and Jeep Patriot. The Caliber wheels have a 5-hole pattern with a The Dodge Caliber
was standard with side curtain airbags, but torso side airbags were optional. However, that
Caliber was not equipped with the optional torso side airbag. The base SE model features
front-wheel drive and a 1. The standard configuration for the SE lacks air conditioning, power
windows, door locks, or mirrors. The grille surround is body-colored, while that of all other
models is chromed. Some options were not available on the SE. For , this model was named
Express, reverting to SE for For , the CVT transmission option was dropped only for the SE,
leaving the five-speed manual transmission as the only available transmission option for the
SE. Air conditioning is standard equipment at this level, including the Chill Zone beverage
cooler inside the front lower glove compartment. The gauge cluster gains a tachometer and an
optional trip computer. The driver's seat adds height adjustment, the passenger seat folds flat
for load-carrying, and the rear seats recline. Power windows, locks, mirrors, and remote keyless
entry are included. The cargo area light includes a removable and rechargeable flashlight while
the front dome light incorporates two reading lamps. In Europe, this version was also
commercialized equipped with a VW-built 2. Eighteen-inch aluminum wheels were standard,
while chromed versions were optional. A front-wheel drive variant with the T 5-speed manual
transmission commenced production in late summer ABS was standard, and the suspension
and steering systems were tuned for performance. Internally, the car came standard with
color-keyed fabric seat inserts, while leather seats were an option as on the SXT. Color-keyed
instrument panel trim was also standard, as well as a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio
controls and speed control, and a cargo area cover all options on the SXT. It featured a 2.
Edmunds called the manufacturer's rating conservative; putting more power to the road than
cars costing twice as much. This engine is mated to a Getrag six-speed manual transmission
and uses a front-wheel drive drivetrain. The SRT4 came with large It also featured four-wheel
ABS, with electronic assistance. For the model, the Caliber underwent a minor revamp. In
addition, the trunk lid was reduced in weight and simplified in its opening. In the interior, all
panels were made black instead of grey. The car model title, previously indicated on the right,
was moved to the bottom right corner of the gate lid. The dashboard also features the relocation
of the glove box due to many customer complaints, which now occupies the spot over the radio
panel and comprises a "push-open" lock instead of the previous "squeeze-and-lift" opening
mechanism. The 1. European market models receive a new 2. Two more models were launched
in a luxury all-included variant "Uptown" and a base variant "Express" in which the black plastic
handles returned. All models except "Express" featured inch wheels. The model brought six
new paint schemes, standard stability control except on Express models, Sirius traffic when
equipped with a navigation system, inch chrome-clad wheels available on Uptown models 17"
painted are standard , updated steering except on Express models, and new shocks and a
thicker rear anti-roll bar on Rush and Heat models. The Dodge Nitro also featured driver and
passenger's floor mats. The logo was removed from the mats in Calibers with the model. The
Plus version includes all the SXT items and inch aluminum wheels with performance tires, as
well as a 6-way power-adjustable driver seat. The Caliber was the last model sold in Europe. The
model ended production on 23 November , in United States, [20] with the remainder being sold
as the model year Caliber in both U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the car. For the unit of measurement, see Caliber. Motor vehicle. See also: Street and Racing
Technology. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
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